PUBLIC NOTICE

ATTENTION ALL

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT INSTITUTIONS/ADVERTISEMENT/FALSE INFORMATION CLAIMS

It has been brought to the notice of PMC that some Institutes/bodies/personnel are falsely claiming to be associated with PMC or using its name and logo, offering online courses, guides, tests, updates notifications and information. It is to inform general public that NO person, institution, or unauthenticated social media pages are associated with PMC. By displaying the name and logo of PMC all these fraudulent intent bodies/institutes are merely working to lure students which is tantamount to deception and misrepresentation.

Students/Public are warned not to follow any such false and doctored advertisements and information or to enroll in such fraudulent and illegal institutions which are using wrong information to attract students.

Under Section 34(1) of PMC Act, 2020 whosoever in contravention of provisions of the PMC Act operates or runs or establishes or endorses any institution or advertises admissions in an institution for imparting training and education in medicine or dentistry shall be guilty of an offence punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years but shall not be less than one year or with fine which may extend to fifty million rupees but shall not be less than five million rupees or with both and shall also be liable to the closure of such institution
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